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Abstract
In this article we discuss i a model suitable for describing a distributed realtime
system and ii a notion of implementation for such systems on a uniprocessor sys
tem The rst point is addressed by amalgamating nite state automata with dense
time or AlurDill automata and asynchronous distributed or Zielonka automata
over a distributed alphabet The second point is addressed by dening the process
of interleaving and time slicing
 Introduction
A physically distributed system consists of a number of processors intercon
nected in some fashion A program for such a system is developed as a col
lection of potentially communicating processes During the implementation
phase each process is assigned to some particular processor To simplify mat
ters one may assume that each process is essentially sequential Otherwise
one can decompose a nonsequential process into a set of communicating pro
cesses A simple way to study such systems is to represent communication
as synchronisation Such a model leads to a tractable analysis as seen in
languages such as occam  Theoretically trace models are appealing as dis
cussed in  and 	 In this model each process is represented as a 
nite
automaton having its own alphabet Processes are forced to synchronise on
common symbols For example all the processes that have a in their alphabet
need to participate by individually exhibiting an a Only then can an a be
exhibited by the global system Two symbols are said to be independent if
they have no process in common Independence is an indication of what may
occur simultaneously in a truly distributed or parallel environment For ex
ample if process  and  can exhibit a and process  and  can exhibit b then
a and b are independent Processes  and  are not tied up while the global
system exhibits an a If processes  and  can both exhibit actions c and d
the actions c and d are not independent Process  being sequential cannot
c
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exhibit both c and d in the same step Independence can be used to identify
essentially equivalent behaviours thereby obtaining a partial order model
The above discussion pertains mainly to untimed systems We now dis
cuss existing work related to uniprocessor timed systems Finite state timed
automata  are a natural extension of 
nite automata to timed behaviour
where the underlying notion of time is continuous The timing constraints in
volve only rational constants This restriction provides decidability for certain
essential properties such as determining emptiness The article  describes a
model for parallel timed systems However it is very restrictive The parallel
composition of two timed traces is either empty or a single time trace This
is because a single common time frame is assumed The only relaxation from
the standard model is that independent actions can occur at the same time
In other words parallel composition corresponds to intersection
In a distributed system each processor has its own notion of time Al
though the various clocks can be kept in synchronisation there is no single
global clock that is used by all processors To presuppose the existence of
identically synchronised distributed clocks is too severe The behaviour of
timed programs and hence timed processes could depend on the allocation
of the processes to processors Fixing a single time frame does not support
the discussion of issues such as clock synchronisation distributed consensus
etc
For the purposes of modular construction it is useful to have a separate
notion of time for each processor Each module can be treated as a separate
process and can assume to have its own time frame The composition of
modules will retain these separate time frames Behaviour at remote sites
will not necessarily aect the behaviour at the local module The presence
of individual times is also useful in the development of timed independence
as this results in the separation of causal and temporal independence Such
a semantics can be easily incorporated into formal description techniques like
message sequence charts  which have a natural notion of distribution This
will become clearer when it is discussed in more detail in section 
The presence of multiple time threads raises another issue One must
also have ways of combining dierent time frames to create a uniform single
notion of time This would be useful in implementing parallel machines on
other machines with fewer processors This is common in the area of realtime
systems where one speci
es it as a collection of independentsemiindependent
tasks The next step is to actually implement this speci
cation say for the
sake of simplicity on a uniprocessor system
In our setting we show that we require an extension of the standard timed
automata to discuss the notion of implementing distributed automata We
show that this extension does not violate the key property of decidability of
language emptiness
The main contribution of this paper is the development of a natural notion
of distributed timed automata We present a de
nition of implementation
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along with the generalisation of timed automata that is needed Results to
justify the various de
nitions are also presented
There are two pieces of related work  introduces a partial order model
for timed systems However it is based on the existence of an independence
relation on the transition relation  also introduces a partial order model
But the de
nition is based on a product of processes construction There is
no discussion of implementation in both these cases
In the next section we present a quick review of distributed automata and
timed automata The rest of the paper is concerned with the development of
distributed timed automata and the notion of implementation In this paper
we restrict ourselves to 
nite behaviours It is not too hard to extend these
results to in
nite behaviours
 Notation and Prior Work
Asynchronous Automata
First we present a quick overview of asynchronous automata or untimed dis
tributed automata To simplify matters no distinction between processes and
processors is made We assume a 
nite set of process or agent names say Loc
identi
ed as f     ng These identify the individual processes in the sys
tem Associated with each process l belonging to Loc is a 
nite automaton
A
l
 Therefore there is a 
nite alphabet 
l
and a 
nite set of states Q
l
which
we refer to as a local alphabet and state of agent l We let  denote the union
of all the various alphabets For every a in  we de
ne loca to be the set of
agent names which have a in their alphabet That is loca  fi a  
i
g
The idea is that all the agents in loca have to cooperate ie synchronise
to exhibit a The structure 



   
n
 is referred to as the distributed
alphabet while the structure A

A

   A
n
 is referred to as the collection of
local automata
Two actions a and b are independent if loca is distinct from locb ie
loca  locb   Independent actions do not have any agent in common
Hence if possible the independent actions can be exhibited simultaneously
Towards modelling behaviour we de
ne Q 

iLoc
Q
i
to be the set of all
possible local states Given L  Loc we de
ne the set of possible Lstates
Q
L
 f s L  Q  l  L sl  Q
l
g For a given q  Q
L
and S  L we
let q
S
and qS denote the restriction of q to S That is q
S
 q j
S
viz given
a subsystem we can identify the states of the components of the subsystem
For every action a in  we write Q
a
to represent Q
loca
 The transitions are
de
ned for each action That is the set of atransitions 
a
is a set of pairs
of astates That is 
a
 Q
a
	Q
a

The overall behaviour of the system or the behaviour of the distributed
automaton is de
ned as follows For q q

 Q
Loc
 q
a
 q

if and only if 

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q
loca
 q

loca
 
a
and  q
Locloca
 q

Locloca

The global distributed transition relation requires the participation of all
the relevant agents to exhibit an action All the other agents make no move
Let Q
in
 Q
Loc
denote the set of initial states and F  Q
Loc
denote the set of

nal states As for 
nite automata a word w is accepted if and only if there
is a run ie sequence of transitions of the global automaton over w starting
in some initial state and terminating in a 
nal state
A key result is that if two actions are independent ie the set of processes
needed for the two actions is disjoint they can be performed in either order
This is the classical diamond property
Proposition   If q
a
 q

and q

b
 q

such that loca locb 
 there exists q

such that q
b
 q

and q

a
 q


Consider a distributed automaton A with independent actions a and b The
string w

abw

is accepted if and only if the string w

baw

is also accepted
Timed Automata
The following is a quick review of timed automata as presented in  but
restricted to 
nite behaviours A timed automaton is a 
nite automaton
equipped with a set of timers or clocks C These timers are used to measure
the time elapsed since a particular transition Hence a timed automata is a
structure Q C Q
in
 F  where Q is a 
nite set of states  the input
alphabet C the set of clocks Q
in
 Q the set of initial states and F  Q the
set of accepting states Towards the de
nition of the transition relation 
assume a set of timing constraints C expressed over C as follows
  x 
 c c 
 x  

 

where x is a timer in C and c a rational constant One can assume a set of
primitive constraints where a timer is compared against a rational constant
The set of timing constraints is then de
ned to be the set of 
nite boolean
combinations of primitive constraints The transition relation of the timed
automaton is annotated with a timing constraint and a set of clocks that
have to be reset That is a timed transition relation  is a subset of
Q		C	
C
	Q We often write
q
a
X
q

to indicate that q a X q


belongs to the relation
The words say of length n accepted by such an automaton are pairs of
maps   where   f	n g   and   f	n g  R

 That is it
consists of a sequence over the alphabet along with timing information for each
element in the sequence A run over such a word is a map   f	n g 
Q	 V where V is the set of clock interpretations fv v  C  R

g such
that the following conditions hold We write q
i
 v
i
 for i

	  q

 v

 where q

is the initial state and v

c  	 for every clock c

For every i  	 there exist  and X such that

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 q
i
 
i
 X q
i
 is a valid transition
 v
i
 i i  satis
es 
 v
i
x  	 if x  X otherwise v
i
x  v
i
x  i i 
A run identi
es the duration that elapses between two actions The clocks
are updated appropriately and the updated clocks are used to determine if
the timing constraint is satis
ed If the transition is taken the relevant clocks
are reset to 	 Such a run is accepting if the state component of n   is
a 
nal state That is a computation terminating in a 
nal state is accepted
the clock values at the end are of no concern
Proposition   The emptiness question is decidable for timed automata
That is given a timed automaton the question whether it accepts any word is
decidable
Various algorithms to decide various properties such as emptiness de
pend on what is called the region construction That is an untimed au
tomaton whose states represent the actual state along with equivalent clock
interpretations is constructed The regions constructed depend on all the clock
constraints present in the automaton We will appeal to this concept in our
paper The reader is referred to  for an excellent tutorial on issues related
to timed automata
 Time and Implementation
Thus far we have reviewed existing work This section presents the main con
tribution of this work The 
rst issue is regarding time We would like to
obtain a commutativity like result similar to proposition  for distributed
timed automata But a single global time frame restricts the type of re
sults that can be obtained If a and b are independent it is not always the
case that a timed sequence involving a and b can be commuted For example
a b  could be a valid observation generated by the transitions q

aX
q


and q

bY 
q


 However the observation b a  is not a valid observation
as it is ill timed One can reconcile this by considering causality and dier
entiating between timing and causality  Hence by adding more causality
information we could deem b a  as a well timed trace Here we adopt
a simpler solution We make it explicit that the time frames are dierent In
the untimed case when a particular action is output nothing happens at the
agents not involved in the action We use this interpretation but reinforce the
meaning of nothing happens to indicate that time remains static Therefore
time is not represented by a single real value but by a tuple of values That
is we are using the well known idea of vector time for distributed systems
The number of components to a global time could depend on the indepen
dence structure of the actions For example if agents  and  have identical
alphabets one could use a single time value to represent time at both the

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agents However this is complicated as common time could introduce depen
dencies not present in the distributed alphabet Also a single time frame
assumes that both agents proceed at the same clock rate This need not be
the case as slow machines could still synchronise with fast machines Hence
to simplify matters and also handle realistic conditions each agent will have
its own notion of time
Having introduced a multiple notion of time we would still like to de
ne a
notion of implementation The implementation could have fewer processes
than the original speci
cation Therefore we need some way of mapping
the times from the speci
cation to the implementation When we compile
a collection of processes to run on a uniprocessor environment some form of
interleaving occurs Hence the addition of elapsed time is natural for an in
terleaving semantics We would like these de
nitions to be suitable for both
traces and the automata that generate them We 
rst introduce distributed
timed automata and then discuss their implementation
 Distributed Timed Automata
As in the case of untimed automata we have to choose what is globally avail
able In our model clocks or timers like the input symbols can be made
global At 
rst we describe a very general with respect to the visibility of
timers model to illustrate the various issues But later we restrict this to a
simpler and more realistic model
As before let Loc  f   ng be the set of agents with each agent say l
having its own alphabet 
l
and state space Q
l
 Let C be the set of globally
available clocks or timers For every clock c belonging to C we let tlocc
denote the agent that controls updates the clock That is we are assuming
that every timer is resident on exactly one of the set of available processors
We also let tloc be applied to a set in which case tlocS denotes the set
ftlocc c  Sg For each a in  we let tsa denote the set of clocks accessible
or visible to a This is the global information used in the transition system
Thus any action can readreset clocks but there is a designated processor that
updates each clock Note that the above de
nition allows an action to use
remote clocks ie clocks not necessarily at its locations More precisely for
any action a there is no restriction on the relationship between tloctsa and
loca It is this condition that will be strengthened later
For each input symbol a we associate a transition system satisfying the
following condition If q

X
a
q

 it is required that X is a subset of tsa and
 is a timing constraint over tsa As for asynchronous automata we will have
a set of initial say Q
in
 and 
nal states say Q
F
 each of which is a subset
of Q
Loc
 Figure  summarises the various constituents of a distributed timed
automaton
Before we de
ne the system behaviour denoted by  or the joint
behaviour of the individual local automata of the distributed automaton we

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LocationsAgents f    ng
Distributed Alphabet 



   
n

Local Automata A

A

   A
n

Global Set of Clocks C
Agent controlling clock x tlocx
Clocks visible to action a tsa
Local transitions 
a
Global Transition or System Behaviour 
Fig  Distributed timed automata
need a few auxiliary de
nitions These are generalisations of the de
nitions
used for timed automata 
At any given instant the global time is a vector ie a collection of the time
at each agent We let gts denote the set of all possible global times That is
gts  ff f  Loc  R

g
The notion of clock interpretations is as before That is each clock holds
only a single real value Clock interpretations are de
ned to satisfy timing
constraints in the usual fashion Therefore semantically a timing constraint
is a boolean combination of perhaps dierent local constraints
Given t an element of gts and 	 a clock interpretation we de
ne the t
successor of 	 as 	
t
c  	c ttlocc That is the clock c is advanced by
the appropriate component of t For t

and t

belonging to gts we let t

 t

represent the time obtained by subtracting the values at each component
Given global states q q

 Q
Loc
 an input symbol a   clock interpreta
tions 	 	

and a global time t we say q 	
a
t
q

 	

 i
i l  loca ql  q

l and tl  	 while l  loca tl 
 	
ii There exists a transition
q
loca

X
a
q

loca
where 	
t
satis
es  and for
every x in X 	

x  	 and for every y not in X 	

y  	
t
y
The key observation in the above de
nition is that time elapses only when
an action is exhibited Hence while exhibiting the action a the time at all the
agents not involved in the action a does not change The clocks at the agents
not involved in the action a move may be reset to 	 only if they are visible to
a
The following example illustrates this behaviour Let loca  f  g
Let the clocks c

on agent  c

on agent  and c

on agent  be visible to
a Formally tlocc

   tlocc

   tlocc

   and tsa  fc

 c

 c

g
On agent  the execution of a updates time at locations   and  Time
is unchanged at locations  and  Only clock c

will get an updated value

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This can be viewed as agent  sending the updated time along with the syn
chronisation message to agent  The current values of c

and c

which will
not be changed as agents  and  do not participate to exhibit a will be used
to determine if the timing constraints are satis
ed
The above behaviour is based on the assumption that each agent receives
time updates of all the relevant remote agents Such an assumption is essential
as we have not placed any restriction on tloctsa with respect to loca
De	nition 
 A timed word is a nite sequence a

 t

a

 t

a

 t

   
a
k
 t
k
 where 	 
 i  k   j  Loc t
i
j 
 t
i
j and t
i
 t
i
This
word is accepted if there is a sequence of transitions q
i
 	
i

ai
t
i
t
i
q
i
 	
i

for i belonging to f  k g where i q

 Q
in
 ii q
k
 Q
F
iii 	

c  	
for all c  C and iv t

 	
Let LA represent the language accepted by the automaton A
We now de
ne a notion of independence such that a form of commutativity
result holds Note that it is not possible for both a t

b t

 and b t

a t


to be accepted as time cannot decrease In exhibiting b some component of
t

has to be increased to obtain t

 However if a t

b t

 is part of a valid
behaviour it might be possible for one to obtain a new time stamp t

such
that b t

a t

 is also valid
If one can commute a and b it is clear that the components of time that
a uses or alters must be independent of the components used or altered by
b As every untimed automaton is essentially a special type of a timed au
tomaton it is clear that the intersection of loca and locb should be empty
The corresponding condition on the set of clocks is not sucient That is de
manding only tsa tsb   does not suce Let loca  fg tsa  fyg
tlocy   locb  fg tsb  fxg and tlocx   Now the behaviour
a t

b t

 may not always yield b t

a t

 as when b is exhibited the value
of y changes and hence a t

 may no longer be viable
Hence we have to consider the locations of all the various clocks that an
action may use Let Dt
a
be tloctsa and Dt
b
be tloctsb Requiring that
Dt
a
and Dt
b
be disjoint is sucient but not necessary Let loca  fg
tsa  fx zg tlocx   tlocz   locb  fg tsb  fy ug tlocy 
 and tlocu   Now Dt
a
 f g Dt
b
 f g and their intersection is
not empty While exhibiting a or b the time at location  is static So the
values of z or u will not increase Of course they can reset to 	 But resetting
z u can be done by a b and is of no concern to b a Therefore a and b
are really independent The appropriate de
nition of independence for timed
automata is precisely stated below
De	nition 
 Two actions a and b are independent i

i loca  locb   and tsa  tsb  
ii x  tsa tlocx  locb and y  tsb tlocy  loca

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Independence means both causal independence and temporal indepen
dence Point  indicates that remote clocks can be used provided they
are associated with neutral agents That is any timer used by a should not
be controlled by an agent that can exhibit b and viceversa These are required
as transitions involving these actions can reset the value of the remote clocks
Proposition 

 Let A be a distributed timed automaton with independent
actions a and b Then q 	
a
t
a
q

 	


b
t
b
q

 	

 implies the existence of
q
b
and 	
b
such that q 	
b
t
b
q
b
 	
b

a
t
a
q

 	

 
Proof The proof for the state part of the result follows directly from the
de
nition of the global transition relation and the de
nition of independence
One needs to verify that the timing aspects are satis
ed
As q 	
a
t
a
q

 	


b
t
b
q

 	

  there are transitions of the form q
aa
X
q

and q
 bb
Y
q


As a and b are independent it is easy to see that the transitions q
bb
Y
q
b
and q
b
ba
X
q

 are possible We now have to show that 	  t
a
satis
es 
a
i
	
b
 t
a
satis
es 
a
and 	  t
b
satis
es 
b
i 	

 t
b
satis
es 
b
 The following
observations ensure this result
For every c in X 	

c  	 and as tlocc does not belong to locb
	

c  	 As such a c does not belong to tsb 	
b
c is identical to 	c
For every c that does not belong to X but where tlocc belongs to loca
	

c has value 	c  t
a
tlocc which is identical to 	

c
For every c that does not belong to X and tlocc that does not belong to
loca 	

c 	c and 	

c are all identical
Hence the satisfaction of the timing constraints follow

Proposition 
 Let L be a language accepted by a distributed timed automa
ton with independent actions a and b Then wa tb t

w

belongs to L i

for some t

 the word wb t

a t

w

belongs to L
Proof The result follows directly from proposition  
 Restricted Model
For the purposes of discussing an implementation we consider a slightly sim
pler model We require that the location of every timer used by an action
a is one of the locations of a Exhibiting an action can therefore change the
time only at those locations participating in the transition Hence an action
cannot inuence timers at arbitrary locations This can be stated formally as
x  tsa tlocx  loca
Note that for a given clock assignment to locations and availability of clocks
to actions the general model is strictly more powerful than the simpler model

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Let clock x be assigned to location  and clock y assigned to location  Let
actions a and b be allowed to use clocks x and y In the general model let a
belong only to agent  and b belong only to agent  Consider the following
transitions q

axy	
x
q


and q

bx	y
y
q


 If q


 q


 is a 
nal state the
word a 	 	 
b  		 
 is accepted That is when the action a
is exhibited the time at location  does not change and similarly when the
action b is exhibited the time at location  does not change However in the
simpler restricted model a and b would need to belong to both agent  and 
Hence time cannot stay static at any location when the actions are exhibited
This is stated precisely in proposition 
Proposition 
 For some C tloc and ts and 
i
s
for each i belonging to
Loc there exists a language L that is accepted by a generalised distributed
timed automaton but no restricted automaton with 
i
 
i
s
accepts L
Proof Let C  fx yg such that tlocx   and tlocy   Let
tsa  fx yg and tsb  fyg Let loca  fg and locb  fg Let
L consist of only b  	 	 
a 	 	 
 It is easy to see that the
following general automaton with start state q

 q

 and 
nal state q


 q



accepts this language
q

ax	y	

q


q

by

q



Now to the restricted case As b occurs when the time at agent  is 	 b
cannot belong to the alphabet of agent  Similarly as the time at location
 is static when a is exhibited a cannot belong to the alphabet of agent 
Hence no distributed alphabet can satisfy the requirement imposed by the
clock distribution and accept the above language 
Note that the above result is valid for a given distribution of clocks This is
similar to the distinction between product and asynchronous automata over a
given distributed alphabet One can always construct an automaton to accept
that language if one is allowed to change the syntactic structure
We presented the general model only to indicate the various possibilities
in de
ning a distributed timed system While one can describe a notion of
implementation for such system it is unnecessarily complex The implemen
tation technique described below for the restricted model can be adapted to
the general case
 Implementation Issues Interleaving Automata
When implementing a distributed system on a uniprocessor system inter
leaving of various actions is essential When considering systems with timing
constraints one would ideally like to implement them without altering the tim
ing constraints That is syntactically we would not like to change the timing
constraints Semantically we recognise the existence of multiple local times
Consider a system where the action a occurs after  units of time and an ac
	
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tion b independent from a occurs within  units of time In the distributed
setting one can perform the a before the b But that should not rule out b
While implementing this one should recognise the dierence in the notions of
time used to verify the constraint associated with a and b The time on the
uniprocessor system must be sliced appropriately to the subsystems contain
ing a and b One may wish to avoid such sliced allocations In that case at
least sometimes it is possible to alter the timing constraints syntactically On
interleaving a followed by b the new constraint on b would require it to wait
for  time units after a This would be speci
ed by using a new timer that is
reset on an a However such a syntactic de
nition is hard to formulate in a
consistent and compositional fashion
In order to describe such interleaved systems nicely one needs a model
that is slightly more powerful than the standard AlurDill  model The
extra power is gained by the ability to hold ie not incrementing the value
of various timers while exhibiting an action The intuition is that such timers
belong to a dierent site and hence the scheduling of another process due to
interleaving should not update their times
To identify the clocks which are incremented at the same rate we assume
an equivalence relation on the set of clocks called sloc The interpretation of
c

 c

 belonging to sloc is that both c

and c

are from the same process
Therefore at every step both c

and c

will be incremented by the same
amount This will always hold except when one of the clocks is reset explicitly
Intuitively we associate an agent with each equivalence class and let sloc
i
denote the class associated with agent i Hence there will be n nonempty
equivalence classes ie one for each agent in the original system
Given sloc and a subset of the clocks in system say X we de
ne UEX
 fy x  X and slocx yg The set UEX identi
es all the clocks that
are update equivalent to some clock in X
Note that for every action a all the clocks in tsa need not belong to
the same equivalence class under sloc That is because a could belong to
the alphabet of various agents Hence the dierent clocks in tsa could be
updated at dierent rates
Given a global vector time we add up the individual components to obtain
a single real value as the time at the interleaved automaton Notationally
given t  gts we let stt denote the sum of the various time components
That is stt 
X
iLoc
ti
In the interleaved automaton an action a will be exhibited only when all
the original agents have excecuted their transitions to exhibit a Hence the
various delays are added to form a single delay
The structure of an interleaving automaton is identical to that of an Alur
Dill automaton The transitions are of the form q
a
X
q

where we require
that all the clocks mentioned in  and X belong to tsa Hence the im
plementation of a distributed automaton does not change the basic transition

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AgentAutomaton Only one
Clock Usage From original description
Clock Equivalence Classes
Number of agents in the dis
tributed system
Alphabet Single alphabet structure
Transition or System Behaviour A single relation
Fig  Interleaving automaton
structure It is the notion of a timed step and hence run and acceptance that
is dierent Formally an implementation or interleaving automaton is repre
sented by Q   Q

 F  ts sloc

    sloc
n
 The number of equivalence
relations indicates the number of agents in the original automaton Figure 
summarises the structure
The behaviour of an interleaving automaton Q   Q

 F  ts sloc


   sloc
n
 is described below As before we de
ne a timed step presented in
De
nition  Based on this we have the usual notion of acceptance ie the
existence of a run that ends in a 
nal state
De	nition 
 Let 	 be any clock interpretation A time step q 	
a
t
q

 	


is dened i
 the following conditions hold
i q
a
X
q

ii t

 t

    t
n
such that
a
X
jfng
t
j
 t
b 	
t
j  where 	
t
is dened as 	
t
c  	c  t
i
where t
i
 	 i

c  UEtsa  c  sloc
i

c 	

c  	 if c  X otherwise 	

c  	
t
c
For a given 	 and t if conditions a and b hold we say that 	
t
is a time
successor to 	 under a This is almost identical to the notion in  The
dierence is that it is dependent on the action Now by the usual region con
struction but using the above as the de
nition of time successor the following
result holds
Proposition 
 The emptiness question is decidable for interleaving au
tomata
Proof The main principle of the proof is still based on the region construc
tion The principal dierence is in the construction of the untimed automaton
where the notion of the new time successor is useful The key observation is
that the clocks are either updated or remain unchanged This implies that
the region information is sucient 
We de
ne the following for notational convenience In a distributed au

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tomaton with a set of clocks C we let C
i
denote the set of clocks controlled by
agent i That is C
i
 fc tlocc  ig The following proposition states the
fact that every distributed timed automaton can be translated to an equivalent
interleaving automaton
Proposition 
 Given a distributed timed automaton over the structure 

  
n
 and C

   C
n
 accepting the language L there is an interleaving
automaton with clock equivalence classes sloc

    sloc
n
derived from C


  C
n
 accepting L
I
such that
a

 t

a

 t

    a
n
 t
n
  L i
 a

 stt

a

 stt

    a
n
 stt
n
  L
I

Proof The result can be shown by translating a run in the original au
tomaton to a run in the interleaving automaton 
Properties
We now consider other results concerning interleaving automata Various
results concerning asynchronous automata are valid over a given distributed
alphabet Similarly the results for interleaving automata are valid for given
clock equivalences As nondeterminism is permitted it is easy to see that
interleaving automata are closed under union maintaining the clock structure
Proposition 
 Let A

be Q

 


 Q


 F

 sloc


    sloc

n
 and
accept the language L

 Similarly let A

be Q

 


 Q


 F

 sloc



   sloc

m
 and accept the language L

 There is an automaton that accepts
L

 L

such that if timers x and y belong to same or di
erent equivalence
classes in the constituent automata they belong to same or di
erent classes
respectively in the union automaton
Proof We will assume the following conditions hold
Q

Q

  For every i j sloc

i
 sloc

j
  and
Without loss of generality n 
 m
It is easy to construct an automaton A Q   Q

 F  sloc

    sloc
m

where
Q  Q

Q

 Q

 Q


Q


 F  F

 F


 






For i such that  
 i 
 n sloc
i
 sloc

i
sloc

i
and for j such that n  j 
 m
sloc
j
 sloc

j

It is easy to show that this automaton accepts the union of the two languages

In the above de
nition we have not insisted on disjoint clocks If two
structures use the same named clock we assume that there is only one clock
in the joint structure
We now discuss the intersection operation It is easy to show that in
terleaving automata are not closed under intersection if one has to maintain

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clock equivalences That is if clocks in separate equivalence classes cannot be
identi
ed one cannot in general obtain the intersection of two interleaving
automata This appears to be a serious drawback Without such a result au
tomata theoretic techniques to model checking etc would be rendered useless
We now argue that this is not really such a major issue
There are two main problems why interleaving automata are not closed
under intersection The 
rst is that the division of global time may not be
consistent across machines The second is that such a division occurs only
once This means that some clocks have to be shared This is to force the
updating of a clock in one automaton to automatically update the clock for
the other automaton However when clocks are shared resetting of the clocks
causes diculty If q

a
X

q


and q

a
X

q


are transitions in the two au
tomata neither the union nor the intersection of X

and X

is correct for the
intersection automaton Hence to handle the resetting of clocks in a clean
fashion one has to assume that the set of clocks are disjoint
We present an example to illustrate the time division issues Consider the
two automata each having only one transition
q

a

q


and q

a

q


where 

   x      y   and 

 u    v   For the

rst automaton let sloc


contain x and sloc


contain y and for the second
automaton let sloc


contain u and sloc


contain v If q


and q


are the ac
cepting states the timed string a 	 is accepted by both the automata For
the intersection if we create four distinct equivalence classes the string a 	
cannot be accepted as 	 cannot be broken into four parts and yet satisfy the
individual timing constraints Merging the various equivalence classes also
does not help as the break up of the 	 units of time is quite dierent for the
two automata Hence it is dicult to construct the intersection automata and
yet retain the original timing constraints
What is essentially required is an identical equivalence and update struc
ture but disjoint individual clocks For that it is useful to examine the original
automaton which yielded the interleaving automaton
The 
rst automaton is the interleaved implementation of the parallel au
tomaton
q

a

q


and q

a

q


where 

   x   and


   y   The clock x belongs to the 
rst agent and y belongs to
the second agent The second automaton can also be suitably decomposed to
yield
q

au	


q


q

av	


q



Now it is easy to see that the two parallel automata do not have any word in
common The second automaton can only accept the word a   
 which
cannot be accepted by the 
rst automaton Therefore it is not surprising that
the intersection of the implementations does not accept anything Hence
interleaving automata are closed under a notion of intersection with respect
to the original automata This is de
ned below

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Let A

use clocks C

and have nclock equivalence classes called sloc



sloc


    sloc

n
 Let A

be similar and use clocks C

and have nclock equiv
alence classes called sloc


 sloc


    sloc

n
 We will assume that C

and C

are disjoint We also require that for every a in the alphabet if there is a c
such that c  ts

a and c  sloc

i
then there is a c

such that c

 ts

a and
c

 sloc

i
 This will ensure that the right clocks are updated in the intersec
tion machine For the intersection automaton de
ne sloc
i
 sloc

i
 sloc

i
and
tsa  ts

a  ts

a For every transition q

a
X

q


in A

and q

a
X

q


in A

add q

 q


a
X

	X

q


 q


 
The following proposition states that the construction of the intersection
automaton for interleaving automata actually corresponds to the intersection
of the distributed timed automata that gave rise to the interleaving automata
Proposition 
 If A over 

   
n
 and C

   C
n
 is implemented by
A

over C

   C
n
 and if B over 

   
n
 and C


   C

n
 is implemented
by A

over C


   C

n
 the intersection of A and B is implemented by the
intersection of A

and A


Expressive Power
We conclude this discussion with a small example This is a timed version of
the asynchronous automaton used in 	 to show that asynchronous automata
are strictly more powerful than product automata Let clock x belong to agent
 and clock y belong to agent  Let 

be fa cg and 

be fb cg The
transition system for the two agents is given below
p

ax
p

ax

cR
p


ctrueR
q

by
q

by

cR
q


ctrueR
where 
x
is   x   
y
is   y    is x    y   and R is the set
fx yg
The implementation automaton is the usual product automaton but with
no c transitions from the states p

 q

 and p

 q

 When an a is exhibited
the clock y is not updated and when b is exhibited the clock x is not updated
Hence it is easy to see that the region   x    y   is a b successor
to   x    y  	
An example of a time word is a t

b t

b t

a t

c t

 where t

t


 
and t

 t

 t


  Note that the delay between the second b and the second
a is not speci
ed explicitly The delay is essentially governed by the timing
constraint on the second a which depends on when the 
rst a was exhibited
This example is now used to show that implementation automata are
strictly more powerful than timed automata

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Proposition 
 There is no timed automaton that accepts the same lan
guage as the above implementation automaton
Proof The proof is based on the operations that can be performed on
the various clocks and the set of permissible timing constraints The following
partial transition structure is essential to accept the required language with
C the set of available clocks
r

ax
Z

r

by
Z

r

a
Z

r

The task now is to populate the various set of clocks that get reset with
timers That is we have to specify the contents of the sets Z

 Z

and Z


We also have to identify a suitable timing constraint on the a transition from
r

 Clearly y should belong to Z

 Any clock generically denoted by x

 that
does not belong to either Z

or Z

is measuring time since the start of the
computation Any clock generically denoted by x

 that belongs to Z

but
not Z

has the time since the a was exhibited Any clock generically denoted
by x

 that belongs to Z

has the time that has elapsed since the action b
was exhibited The timing constraint  should reect the fact that the global
time minus the time used by the action b should be greater than  This can
be expressed only as x


   x

 x

 This timing constraint is clearly
illegal as it involves clock arithmetic Following the result in  this cannot
be expressed as a legal constraint Hence a timed automaton that accepts the
language cannot exist 
The above result shows that the notion of time regularity has to be modi
ed
if it has to be used in the context of distributed systems
It is easy to check that every interleaving automaton can be modeled as
an AlurDill automata if addition in clock constraints is permitted How
ever in general emptiness for automata with addition over clock variables is
not decidable Emptiness is decidable for the interleaving automaton as the
additions over clock variables occur in a very constrained fashion
 Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a theory of timed distributed asynchronous
automata The main feature is the presence of multiple time frames This al
lowed us to obtain a natural notion of independence and commutativity We
presented two varieties of the model We showed that one is strictly weaker
than the other The more general model imposed no restriction on the re
lationship between the alphabet structure and the clock structure In the
restricted model the alphabet structure and the clock structure had to be
consistent This was followed by the de
nition of implementation for the re
stricted model The de
nition of implementation required a model of timed
automata that was more general than the standard AlurDill automata How
ever the important question of language emptiness was still decidable

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